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Background
1. Why are you running for this office?
Because I love this city I call home. I know there is no challenge we can't overcome with the right leadership
from the Mayor's office, and cooperation from our citizens, civic and neighborhood organizations, business
leaders and employers. The Citizens of South Bend are good people and good neighbors. That is our biggest
asset.
Also, South Bend has been governed by 1 group of people(In this case the Leaders of the Democratic Party)
with the same mind set for 4 decades. Obviously the direction and philosophy for which they base their
decisions on is grossly flawed. The declining population,businesses, and jobs in South Bend are a testament
to that.
My administration will turn this around with sound common sense decision making and leadership, leaving the
idealogy out of managing our city.

2. Describe your 3‐5 most important personal characteristics or traits as they relate to the office you seek.
1.) I will bring good old fashion common sense to the decision making in city government.
2.)I will bring a balanced approach to running our city and solving our problems by not allowing any one group
to overly influence my decision making.
3.)Although I realize there is a lot of politics involved in government,I will not allow political idealogy to stand in
the way of doing what is right for our city.
Example-current local Democrat leaders have been in a political war of words for a long time with our
Republican Governor, to our city's disadvantage. Regardless of political affiliation, The Mayor and local
representatives need to have a good working relationship with our Governor for the benefit of those they
represent.
4.)I believe it is important to have in your advisory group , folks from different perspectives in order to have a
balanced government. The worse thing a leader can do is surround himself or herself by nothing but "yes "
and like minded people. Diverse opinions are important, and should be heard when when forming policies and
decisions.

. 3. Please describe one to three accomplishments or contributions of which you are most proud. These
examples should illustrate skills and capabilities you think apply to the office you are seeking and why these
accomplishments may have occurred at any time during your personal, professional or public life.
1.)Serving on the Economic Development Panel of the Civic Alliance for City Plan as Chairman.
We interviewed groups of citizens, business and community leaders (including the Chamber of Commerce)
Topics were what South Bend had done wrong,what South Bend had done right, and suggested solutions to
problems. The most challenging of this process was sitting in a room with my 7 fellow panel members from
various backgrounds, and coming to an agreement on our findings, then finding and agreeing on the right
words to use in the report we submitted to the City Government. In many cases it took us hours to agree on a
single sentence. This took dedication,tolerance, and the ability to compromise from all panel members.
2.)Building Daisy Hall Park at corner of Cedar and Author Streets. This was a grass roots effort by a lot of
concerned neighbors, to take back part of our neighborhood from the various crimes and ills in that area. It
was truly a community effort. Concept is like a small outdoor class room to run some programs for children.
Also to give neighbors a gathering place. Problem was we had no bathroom facilities ,therefore,receiving grant
money for programs has been difficult. Investing in the children of our community is the best way to cut down
on crime(in the future) and insure our city remains one for us to be proud of.
3.)Serving on the NENC board,the COPLC board, the NRC board as well as volunteering at the RCLC over
the years has given me a broad spectrum of insight to draw on to lead our city in the right direction.
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Background
4. Please describe the duties of the office you seek, in your own words. Which are the most important
duties and why?
1.)The Mayor is the leader of our local government. Leading doesn't mean dictating.
2.)To run an efficient and frugal government so as not to unduly tax the people.
3.)To insure that while the city department heads carry out their duties,they do not abuse their power.
4.)To work closely with the common council, so as to move our city forward as quickly as possible through
these troubling times.
5.)Keep the people informed of what is going on.
6.)Work closely with the business community to insure success of local businesses and come up with
strategies to better enhance our economic environment.
7.)Work with local neighborhood groups and neighbors to come up with a strategy to start rehabilitating our
neighborhoods and get people to start moving back into our city.
8.)Always look for ways to reduce crime.
9.) Insure that the city government does not knowingly participate in the violation of anyone's rights.
10.) Never stop listening to the people

5. What previous experience do you have running a business, managing employees or controlling a budget?
1.) I have owned and operated Wayne Curry Construction for 22 years.
It is a small construction company.
I have learned over the years that I have had to adapt my business to the environment, meaning at times I do
a lot of painting jobs, sometimes there are kitchen, bathroom jobs, other times roofing ,siding,etc..., and
currently a lot of home modifications(ramps and roll in showers etc...) for elderly folks and handicapped folks.
As I have had to adapt my business to the ever changing demands of my market over the years, I see how our
city must also be ready to adapt to the ever changing economy. We cant get to bogged down in trying to
identify our City as a specific thing. The more diversified our economic base is , the better we will do in the
future.
2.)I was Treasurer for the Community Oriented Policing Leadership Council.
3.)I was Treasurer for the North East Neighborhood Council

6. What endorsements do you now have or are you seeking and why are they important to you?
I believe it is necessary to seek a diversified mixture of endorsements from community and civic groups to
business groups and leaders. Fireman, policemen, etc... Not to forget the endorsement of individuals.
The campaign is in its early stages, but I am willing to sit down and talk to just about anyone who will listen
and wants to be heard. Even if I don't receive that endorsement, we can always learn from one another.
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ISSUES
Economic Development, Job Creation & Retention
7. What do you believe are the three most important issues facing South Bend today and what are your
plans for addressing them?
As my plan of marketing South Bend as "A Place To Call Home". All the below listed issues are related and
need to be addressed under the above mentioned goal. Some I list you ask about later and will explain in
detail then. The issues not asked about later in questionnaire, I will address here.
1.)Jobs/Economic Development. Addressed in future answer #8.
2.)Good Neighbor Development. Whereas we as the government insure that we will be "Good Neighbors "
when we go into neighborhoods and begin to rebuild them,ensuring that the property rights of the individual
are not ignored for the sake of developers or to save money. Tax abatements to boost interest in existing
housing stock.
3.)Tax Redistribution .
We come up with a plan to begin to shrink the size of our TIF districts, and put that money into the General
fund. More on this later.
4.)Crime Reduction. Focus on Four is a successful new approach to reducing crime. Divide City into 4
quadrants and focus on 4 crimes.(burglary, robbery, theft to a vehicle and Auto theft) . In focussing on these 4
crimes ,we indirectly deal with other crimes. These crimes are the ones most folks complain about and in
addressing them we make our city more marketable to people who might want to live here. Of course program
would have to be tailored for our city.
5.)Would like to see a tax freeze on all senior citizens homes, as they are on fixed incomes,it is hard, if not
impossible for them to keep up with tax increases.
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should be going after?
1.)We need to focus more on "Economic Gardening "-making sure the business community that has stuck it
out, has what they need to survive and grow-(stop the bleeding), then we can focus more on "Economic
Hunting". (Looking for new businesses to locate here).
2.)Hire a top notch Community and Economic Development Director from a larger city that has a proven track
record. Consult Chamber and Business community on this.
3.)Moving more people back into the city would give local business a larger customer base.
4.)Tax incentives(abatements) for those who invest in current housing stock
5.)Get rid of and stop counter productive city ordinances such as CFED's tax abatement proposal
6.)Market our city in other cities
7.)Have a good working relationship with the Governor of our state.
8.)We need to have a diversified number and type of jobs available. The more diversified we are , the better
we will be.

9. What is your position on using tax phase‐ins (abatements) to entice econmic growth and development?
How effective do you think South Bend’s current tax abatement ordinance is?
I don't believe we want anything etched in stone here. Our City Government needs the flexibility to work with
any business that has a desire to come here. In having on record, predetermined demands on a business, for
them to get a break , sends an unfriendly message.
When a company makes a list of several cities it may want to build a business in, we may make that long list.
Unfriendly and burdensome demands in the form of ordinances, keep us from making the short list.
The message we need to send is, welcome, we want you to be successful in our city.
Without competition, freedom and prosperity die. Just as competition in business and politics is necessary to
ensure fair prices and democracy, so must we learn to compete as a city to bring business and people back to
South Bend.
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ISSUES
Economic Development, Job Creation & Retention
10. As the CEO of the city, the Mayor has the responsibility to lead employees with varying skill levels,
educaiton levels, and responsiblities. How would you work to bring all employees together to buy‐in to
your vision for South Bend?
We need to ensure everyone that we are professionals and have a job to do in serving our community.
Regardless of political affiliation, our number one goal is to provide good services to the people of South Bend.
I want my administration to be a fair one, and I want to hire the best people for the job, regardless of political
affiliation.

11. What is South Bend’s biggest hurdle impeding economic development and how do you intend to jump
it? What are South Bend’s strengths for economic development and how should we use them?
1.)The Current economic times-of which we have no control over.
2.)City Government(and Council) has a reputation as being unfriendly toward business.
3.)Schools perceived as a problem when trying to get people to move into South Bend.
4.)We need more people to move into the city.
Addressing the issues
1.)Pray
2.)Use thinking as I have described previously and go the extra mile to sell our city to potential investors and
business and neighbors.
3.)I believe our current school board and superintendant will turn things around. As Mayor I would have no
authority over this, yet can extend an offer to assist, should there be something the city can do.
4.)As i have described earlier
Strengths
1.) Highways make us an excellent hub for distribution.
2.)We are the Regional center for higher learning with Notre Dame, IUSB, Ivy Tech, Bethel College and
we can build upon and around these magnets in our community.
3.) We have an improving downtown area
4.)The River. The most desirable real estate is along the river. We need FOR PROFIT Business and Private
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ISSUES
Economic Development, Job Creation & Retention
13. Given the recent ranking in Newsweek as one of the top 10 dying cities in America, how would respond
to someone when being questioned about the article?
I had a recent article published in the Voice of People regarding this issue. The dying cities article should not
be taken out of context. I believe it is referring to our declining population( both current and future
projections).As jobs left our city, so did the people. With the previous administrations(going back 4 decades),
not keeping up with the times and making the wrong decisions,this trend has yet to be reversed. I say we use
the extra publicity to market the good things in our city and see if we can turn this into a positive.

14. Are you aware of the impact on economic development through visitor spending and how do you
forsee strengthening the continued growth of the tourism industry in South Bend?
Notre Dame is one of our biggest assets. Although, not the only one.
By having a successful corridor from the University to the downtown area(one nice continuous Boulevard ),it
would be more inviting to visitors at campus events and draw them to our downtown area.
Increased cooperation between Eddy Street Commons and downtown businesses to promote each other.
Work on all Gateways to city to help boost our image.

Downtown/Entryway Development
15. How important do you view downtown South Bend development in relation to the rest of the city and
what are your top 3‐5 priorities for such devleopment?
Downtown Development is very important, but so is the rest of the city.
1.)Build up riverfront with for profit businesses and homes to better increase our tax base.
When and where possible, find private developers, to make more mixed use development such as Eddy
Street Commons. In this way, lower level business can be some what supported by upper level residences.
2.)Gateway's- Western Ave. Gateway needs attention.
South Gateway has made great progress over years. See what can be done to finish this up.
Lincolnway Gateway and other places around city need help.
3.) Basic things such as unsafe sidewalks through out our city need to be addressed.
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ISSUES
Downtown/Entryway Development
16. The northwest and southern entryways into downtown South Bend have been blighted for years. How
do you plan to address these areas and the first impressions given to visitors?
The South Gateway Association has done a great job over the years sprucing up our South gate with mostly
private money. If the City Government were to work more closely with this group, improvements would move
along more closely. Likewise in any other area's, We need a mix of private and public partners to make a
significant impact.

River Development
17. How important is new development on the St. Joseph River and what are your priorites for such
development?
The River is a great asset. Where possible, the river front should be developed with for profit businesses and
private homes or condominiums that would generate a tax base that could help us shore up the General
Fund.

Education
18. What role should municipal government have on education issues, from pre‐kindergarten through
post‐secondary levels, especially in the workforce?
1.)Can only play a supporting role in k-12.
2.) One of the best examples of what we can do to brighten children's outlooks on their future is the Robinson
Community Learning Center. In reaching children when they are young, we have a better chance of turning
them into productive members of society. I would like to see a collaboration of public and private partners sit
down and see what we can do to have more centers like this in our city.
3.)The best thing we can do is bring jobs back to our city so the youth have something to look forward to and
train for when they grow up.
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ISSUES
Education
19. If elected, what will be your highest priorities in enhancing, improving and reforming educational
opportunities?
1.) The Mayor does not run the schools. All we can do is assist in way's that are welcome by School
Corporation, nor can the Mayor reform education.
2.)The best thing you can do is keep kids busy doing productive things. Neighborhood centers and after
school programs have helped keep kids out of trouble.
3.)What is the point of an education, if there are no jobs available. People need something to work toward.
In creating local jobs, the city government can give people a reason to learn and dream.

City Budget and Finance
20. What would your top five budget priorites be?
1.)Tax Redistribution of existing revenues so we can start to pay our bills without raising taxes.
2.)Balance the Budget
3.)Look for ways to save money on current expenditures.
4.) Focus on development that gets us a quick return on our money.(grow tax base)
5.) Public Safety

21. What are your ideas for new revenue streams, including increasing current income & property tax
revenue for the city to address basic services such as streets, water, sewer, public safety and other city
services?
I can only think of 2 ways to increase tax revenue. One is by increasing current taxes or making up new ones
and the other is to grow your tax base( more people or new buildings that get taxed)
Currently, most or all of the new growth in our tax base happens in TIF Districts.(all new tax revenue is spent
only in that area.)
Having said that, no new moneys go into the general fund. Leaving the the worst option,raising our taxes.
We should come up with a strategy to methodically shrink the size of these TIF Districts and put that money
into the general fund. It may not make an instant impact, but long term would do more to shore up general
fund than anything else.
Another option would be for the city to lease Fire and Police Protection to these areas, currently, the non TIF
districts of the city foot that bill for these wealthy areas of development.
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ISSUES
City Budget and Finance
22. As revenue streams continues to shrink, would you consider outsourcing traditional city services and if
so, which ones?
I would like to hear suggestions on this before I would be able to form an opinion.

Government Structure and Goals
23. What in your view is the relationship between the Mayor and Common Council? What is the main
function of each position and where are the most important responsibilites shared?
The right hand and the left hand of the same entity working together towards a common goal.
The Mayor runs the day-to-day operation of the city,and the council oversees expenditures/budgets and rights
ordinances and votes on many things as they are required to do so. I would say the budget would be one of
the biggest things they work on together. Also work together on development projects .
I would like to see the media do more to cover council races as well. The council play's a very important part in
what goes on in our city. The people should no more about the candidates and what they will do if elected.
Also the more the media cover's these races, the more voter participation we would have.

24. How do you propose to create a positive working relationship with the Common Council?
I would like to meet with each council person regularly to discuss concerns in his or her District. The better
informed the Mayor is, the better decisions the Mayor can make. Each District does have unique problems of
its own and can be better addressed with the Mayor and the Council Representative working together.
On larger projects, Mayor could meet with council members to keep them up to date.
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ISSUES
Government Structure and Goals
25. In your opinion, should South Bend consider participating in a regional government form of municipal
governance or combined services as cities such as Indianapolis, Louisville or Nashville have done?
I am not a fan of UNIGOV. I firmly believe that the bigger local government gets, the more the people get lost.
Combined purchasing power and related things always help cut costs.

26. How would you strengthen the level of talent in the staff in city government?
I would always look for the best and the brightest in their fields. Also I think some positions, like the Economic
Development Director, should be a collaborative effort done with the Chamber and business community.
Also, training existing staff on how to keep up with our ever changing world would be another idea.

27. What are your overall top 3‐5 priorites and what you will do to move those prioriteis forward?
1.)Economic Development/Job Creation as previously stated. Hire top notch Economic Development Director,
Become known as a business friendly government- get rid of and stop passing counter productive ordinances.
Market our city in other cities. Have a better working relationship with the Governor. Economic Gardening
before Economic Hunting.
2.)Good Neighbor Development for our neighborhoods as previously described. Protecting peoples property
rights along with tax abatements for those willing to invest in our current housing stock.
3.)Shrink TIF districts to shore up the General Fund. Possibly lease Fire and Police services to these Districts.
4.)Crime Reduction. Focus on Four Program. Four Quadrants, Four Crimes. Robbery, burglary, theft to
vehicles and Auto theft were four used in example. Statistically works. In focussing on these 4 crimes we
indirectly address other crimes, but these are the daily crimes the majority of people complain about. In
reducing these crimes, we can better market our city as a place for people to want to live in.
5.)Term Limits for local offices. I believe 2 consecutive 4 year terms is enough. In this , we at least insure a
change every 8 years in our government.
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28. Is there anything else you would like our membership to know about your candidacy?
I look forward to talking to people about their hopes and dreams for South Bend. I also realize a good Mayor
has to be a better listener than a speaker. Listening to the people is one of the most important jobs of being
Mayor. I believe by working together and focussing on our positives to promote our city, we can make great
strides together.
Of course we have our problems, and we will work through them as well.
By focussing on our greatest strength, we can make the greatest impact.
Our greatest strength is the folks who live in South Bend.
We are good people and great neighbors.
I envision the signs that lead into our city saying
Welcome to
South Bend Indiana
A place to call home
God bless you all
and thank you for this opportunity to share with you my hopes for South Bend.
Wayne Curry
Republican Candidate for Mayor of South Bend Indiana

This questionnaire has been completed by the candidate (or candidate’s designees) running for Mayor of South
Bend. I hereby affirm that I am in full knowledge of the answers and will stand behind them.

Wayne Curry
___________________________________________________
Signature of Candidate
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